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The study of hereditary orders begins with the 1960 paper of Auslander and 
Goldman [l] in which they show that maximal orders (over a Dedekind domain) are 
hereditary. The non-maximal hereditary orders in this classical setting were 
described by Harada and Brumer, [6] and [2], and the description of these orders 
was given in an elegant way by Jacobinski in [9]. In the language now used in ring 
theory, what Jacobinski shows is that an hereditary order arises from a maximal 
order by taking a certain kind of idealizer (to be discussed in more detail be 
A key point of the theory is thai the orders containing an hereditary order are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the idempotent ideals of the order, and there arc’ 
only finitely many of these ideals. At the same time, an independent effort was 
under way to understand hereditary orders in the more general sense of Goldie: that 
is, the class of hereditary Noetherian prime (HNP) rings. IIere more serious 
problems appeared, most notably the famous example due I o Robson and )-fart [S] 
of an hereditary domain with only one nonzero ideal. However, in 1972, Robson 
in [lo] obtained a general description of how HNP rings should be obtained from 
maximal ones (Dedekind prime rings), by idealizing at a family of semi-masimal 
right ideals. Robson’s theory includes the theory of hereditary orders in the classical 
setting, and describes precisely all HNP rings which are equivalent to maximal 
orders. (Recall that two prime rings R and S which are orders in the same .Ql:inian 
ring A are equivalent if there are regular elements a, 6, a’ and 6’ of A such that 
aRKS and a’Sb’c R.) It has remained an open question whether all HNP rings are 
of this form. Equivalent!y, is there an HNP ring with an infinite number of 
idempotent ideals? This is the question answered in the present note. 
* While this research was being done, the first author held a research fellow ship at C&n\ i’t 
College, Cambridge and the second author was visiting the Pure Mathematics Be~partment o 
University. The research of the second author was supported in part by a grant friom the Nat 
Foundation. 
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Example. There exists an HNP ring R, integral over its centre, such that R has in- 
finitely many idempo ten t ideals. 
This is actually one of a number of bad HNP rings that the authors will construct 
in a forthcoming paper [12]. However, the examples constructed in that paper ex- 
hibit various peculiarities over and abov e the existence of infinitely many idem- 
potent ideals, and so the constructions become correspondingly more complicated. 
We have therefore taken advantage of the present lecture notes to display the easiest 
possible example of an HNP ring with infinitely many idempotent ideals. 
In Section I, various known results about HNP rings and idealizers are collected 
together, and these are used in Section 2 to construct he desired example. The final 
section outlines how one may modify the methods of Section 2 to construct he more 
complicated examples from [ 121. 
1. Idealizers and HNP rings 
In this section we collect various results about HNP rings and idealizers that >Gll 
be needed later. Apart from the final two, technical lemmas, these results come 
from [3] and [lo], and the reader is referred to those papers for the relevant proofs. 
In order to avoid trivialities, we will assume throughout he article that an HNP ring 
is not Artinian. 
We start by noting that an HNP ring satisfies the restricted minimum condition; 
that is, R/fR is an Artinian module for every regular element f E R. This will be 
used without comment hroughout the paper. Let R be a prime Noetherian ring, 
with Artinian quotient ring Q(R), and let I be a subset of R. Define Ot(I) = 
{f E Q(R) : fI c I} and O,(I) similarly. If R is an HNP ring and I is an idempotent 
maximal ideal of R, then S = O,(I) is again an HNP ring, but now I is a right ideal 
of S satisfying SI= S. In fact I is an isotropic right ideal of S; that is, S/I is a direct 
sum of a finite number of isomorphic simple modules. We may reverse this pro- 
cedure by taking idealizers. Let J be a right ideal of a ring T. Then the ideak, 
O,(J) is defined to be the subring {f E T: fJE J}. In the above situation, R = Os(l 
The properties of R and S are closely linked as the next result illustrates. A rig -_L 
ideal J of a ring T is called semimaximal if J = Ml n l ** nM, for some maximal 
right ideals Mi. 
roposition 1.1. Let I = n: M, be a semimaximal right ideal of an HNP ring S and 
write R = Us(I). Then: 
(i) R is an HNP ring. 
(ii) Suppose that U is a simple right S-module with Urf~ S/M, for 1~ i I n. Then 
U is also simple as a right R-module. 
(iii) Suppose that U= S/M, for some i. If SIC Mi, then U is a simple R-module. 
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However, if S& Mi, then U is a nonsplit R-module of length two, corresponding 
to the chain S>R-+M,3M,. 
(iv) Parts (ii) and (iii) describe all the simple R-modules. 
This proposition enables one to describe the maximal ideals of R, but to simplify 
the description we will look just a.t the case of isotropic riglht ideals. 
Corollary 1.2. Let I be an isotropic right ideal of an HNP ring S, with SI’- S. Let 
R = OS(I). Then the maximal ideals of R are: 
(i) Pn R where P is a maximal ideal of S with PQ I. Furthermore Pn R is idem- 
potent if and only if P is idempotent. 
(ii) I, and I is always an idempotent ideal of R. 
(iii) One additional maximal ideal, say J, which exists if and on& if I contains 
a maximal ideal T of S. Furthermore J’ = J and (JfI I)” c T for some integer n. 
The ideal J of Corollary 1.2(iii) arises in the following manner. One need onl) 
prove the result in S/T= M,(D), a matrix ring over a division ring D. Now, if I#; T 
is identified with the top t rows of M,(D), then J/T equals the final (r - t) columns 
of M,(D). 
One consequence of Corollary 1.2 is that, if R has only finitely many idempotenr 
maximal ideals, then S= O,(Z) has strictly fewer idsmpotent maximal ideals. In- 
ducting on this proecedure one eventually arrives at an HNP ring with no non-triGal 
idempotent ideals; that is, at a Dedekind prime ring. This provides much of the 
proof of Robson’s theorem cited in the introduction. In particular: 
Theorem 1.3. Let R be an HNP ring. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) R has finitely many maximal idempotent ideals. 
(ii) R has finitely many idempotent ideals. 
(iii) R is a finite iterated idealizer at isotropic right ideals from a Dedekind prime 
ring D. 
(iv) R is equivalent to a Dedekind prime ring. 
We end this section with two technical results about idealizers that will be neede 
later. 
Lemma 1.4. Let R and S be algebras over u commutative domain C und suppose 
that they are free as C-modules. Regard R and S as subrings of T = M@,- S. [f A” 
is a right ideal of R, then 
o,(K)& S= II,( 
Proof. Certainly ll(K)@Sc ll(KT). So suppose that f E ll(KT). Let {s,! be a 
for S as a free left C-module and write J= C J$@s; for suitable fi E R. The 
any a&& 
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Thus for each i,haE K and so AE U(K). Thus f c_ O(K)@S; as required. 
Lemma 1.5. Let I, J be right ideals of a ring R such that R/I and R/J have no simple 
subfactors in common. Then 
o,(rn~) = o,,,,(m [I(I)) = o,(r)n [I,(J). 
Proof. Certainly each term contains the one to its right. Let TE O(rnJ). Now 
MM= R/J. Thus rI+ I/I, being a homomorphic image of UlnJ, is an image of 
R/J. But there are no non-zero homomorphisms from R/J to R/I. Thus r1+ ?/I= 0 
and TE O(I). By symmetry, TE ll(l)Nl(J); as required. 
2. The example 
In this section we provide the example of an HNP ring R with infinitely many 
idempotent ideals. One possible approach to such a construction is to use idealizers; 
f{Jr, by idealizing once one obtains at least one new idempotent ideal, so by idealiz- 
ing infinitely many times . . . . Indeed, given the existence of this ring R then it can 
be shown that R is actually an infinite idealizer inside an appropriate Dedekind 
prime ring. Of course it is clear that such a method will not usually work because 
the infinite intersection of idealizers will be too small to have the desired properties. 
For example, if we begin with the ring S =i&(Z) and idealize at the maximal right 
ideals 
for an infinite set of primes p, then the ‘infinite iterated idealizer’ is the lower 
triangular matrix ring 
This ring is neither prime nor hereditary and has only two idempotent ideals. 
Thus our example is an infinite iterated idealizer. However, in order to ensure that 
it is ‘big’ enough to have the required properties we actually construct it as an in- 
finire union of subrings, each of which is an HNP ring. The first lemma provides 
the general strategy behind this construction, by giving conditions on the subrings 
that are sufficient to ensure that their union is an HNP ring. 
Lemma 2.1. Let T, c T2 c l l l c T = u T be domains such that the following condi- 
tions are satisfied: 
(i) Each q is an HAP ring. 
(ii) For all i< j, ?; is ,CGthfully flat as a left c-module. 
(iii) Let i be an integer and S n simple right T,-modulP. Therl there mists NII irl- 
teger n = n(i, S) such that length (S@ Tk) 5 n for all k > i. 
Then T is a right hereditacv, right Noetheriun domain. Furthermore, .f<lr euch i, T 
is II faithfulry fiat left T+lodule. 
Proof. As a limit of flat modules is flat [ 11, Theorem 3.47, p. 861, T is a flat left 
q module for each i. Let i< j< k be integers and S a simple right 7;-module. B> 
(ii) the natural maps S--S& ~-+S&- Tk are injections. Thus L I 
S%lim S@ Tk= S@lim Tk = S@ T. 
Therefore S@ T#O and T is a faithfully flat left ‘T;-module. 
Suppose that f E T and f #O. Then f E q for some i. By (i), length 7;/fr, = t < 00. 
Thus by (iii) there exists an integer n such that length Tk/fr, snt for all k r i. 
Therefore length 77’~~ nt and, in particular, T is right Noetherian. 
Let I be a right ideal of T. Then I is finitely generated and so I = (In T,)T for 
some i. But by [i), In T; is a projective right 7+module. Thus I= (In T,)&- T is a 
projective right T-module. This implies that T is right hereditary and completes the 
proof. 
We are now ready to construct the example. Let { pi : ie K > be the distinct 
primes of N. For each i, there exists a Q-central, &dimensional division ring D,. 
Since the pi’s are distinct, the ring D = @Q2, D is also a division ring. Thus the 
polynomial ring D[x] is a Cedekind prime ring. For each i, we will regard D, [x] as 
a subring of D[x] in the canonical manner. 
Let Fi be a splitting field for Die Then there exists fi E @[s] such that 
the ring of pi Xpi matrices over Fi. Observe that, just as D is a division ring, 
D[x]/“~D[x] =M’,(E) for some division ring E. In particular, fi generates a masi- 
ma1 ideal both of D[x] and of (D&Q .** oQ Dj)[x] for anv jz i. Next pick a masi- v 
ma1 right ideal Ki of Di[X] such that J;: E Ki and set Ri = O,,,,,(k’,). Proposition 1.1 
and Corollary 1.2 imply that Ri is an HNP ring with exactly two maximal, ideen- 
potent ideals; Ki and (say) Li. The example that interests us is now easily described. 
Theorem 2.2. Let T= @QIsl Ri. Then T is an hereditucv Noetherim domain thut is 
in tegro! over its ten tre. Furthermore, T has infirlite&’ r~mri_v idemyo&?n t. mn*imub 
ideals; these being ( Ki T, Li T : i E fr\J 1. 
Proof. Throughout the proof an unadorned tensor product will denote z>\..~,~. 
Observe that Q[x] is the centre of D[x] and of each Di[SY]S Thus Q[.Y] is contained 
in - and in fact equal to - the centre of Ri. Thus T=@R, makes sense and, 
earlier identification, may be regarded as a subring of D[s]. In particular 
domain which, since the same is true for D[.Y], is integral over Q[x]. 
The theorem will be proved by applying Lemma 2.1 to the rings T; = R,$+$ 
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We first need to show that q can be written as an idealizer subring of K = 
Dr [x] @a* @D; [xl. Observe that D[x], and hence each of its subrings which con- 
tains Q[x], is a free module over Q[x]. Thus for any j zz i, Lemma 1.4 shows that 
qi=Rj@{@Dk[X]:lskSi and k#j} 
is just the idealizer 0 K(Kj 6). We observed earlier that fj K is a maximal ideal of 4 
and so Kj Vi is a semimaximal right ideal of Vi. Also, as fi and fk, for k f i, are 
coprime elements of Q[x], the modules VJA I$ and IQ’Kr I$ n l ** n Kj __ I 6 have no 
simple subfactors in common. An easy induction using Lemma 1.5 therefore shows 
that 
;;vnere M, is :he semimaximal right ideal K, V;fI .+* c7h; Vi. 
The hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 are now easily verified. By Proposition 1.1(i) and 
the observations of the last paragraph, each q is an HNP ring. Each Rk is a free 
Q[xJ-module. Thus for any i<j, T =T@{Ri+@-*ORi} is a free and therefore 
faithfully flat I’;-module. It remains to prove condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1. Let 
S = T/I be a simple right T-module and pick LIE I with a #O. As D[x] is an HNP 
ring, length D[x]/aD[x] = t c 00. For any jr i, Dfx] is a faithfully flat IQ-module 
and so length Vj/‘aVj 5 t. Since q is obtained by idealizing Vj at a semimaximal 
right ideal, Proposition 1.1 implies that, as a Tj-module, length Vj/aI/jS2t. AS 
aV,/aT, z Vj/Tj this implies that length Tj/aTjI 2t. Finally, S@K Tj is a subfactor 
of T,/aq and so length S@ + 2t. 
We have shown that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied and so T= lim T/ 
is a right hereditary, right Noetherian domain. As the elements of Ri and Rj com- 
mute for 3n;J ; + i, Ki T= TKi = (Ki T)2 is an idempotent ideal of T. For each i, T is 
a faithfu” ? r;lodule and so Ki T# T. Thus T does have infinitely many idem- 
peter kteals. An tu.. y direct limit argument in fact shows that {Ki T, Li ‘T: i E IN} is 
precisely the set of idempotent, maximal ideals of T. 
It remains to show that T is left hereditary and left Noetherian. As Di[x] is a 
principal ideal domain, we may set Ki = kiDi [x] for some ki E Di [x]. Then 
Ri= O(Eiki), the left idealizer in the ring Ei = ki Di [x]kT ‘. Since Ei z Di [x] we may 
repeat the above proof inside E=@ Q(xl Ei = D[x] to show that T is left hereditary 
and left Noetherian. 
The final paragraph of the above proof has an amusing consequence. For, let CJ 
be the automorphism of the quotient division ring of D[x] which is defined by 
o(a) = kiak,:’ when a E Di it<]. Then, by [ 10, Proposition 4.21, Ri = Di [x] fl aDi [x] 
for each i, and we easily ol~l;n the following corollary. 
orollary 2.3. The ring T is twin intersection T= D[x] n aD[x] of two Dedekind prime 
rings. 
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The classical structure theory for hereditary orders over a Dedekind domain as, 
for example, in [9], describes an hereditary order as a finite idealizer but also gives 
an equivalent description by writing the order as a finite intersection of maximal 
orders (see also Theorem 1.3). Corollary 2.3 shows that in some sense this idea still 
applies to the ring T, although the maximal orders (Dedelkind prime rings) are no 
longer equivalent. However this is not always the case, as can be seen from Example 
3.1 in the next section. 
3. More general examples 
As was mentioned in the introduction, the example exhibited in Section 2 is a 
special case of some rings constructed in [ 121. In this section we describe the proper- 
ties of these more genera1 examples. We give only the vaguest outline of their con- 
struction, although in each case it will be similar to that given in the proceeding 
section. 
The idempotent, maximal ideals of an HNP ring R can be split into two classes 
according to whether or not they contain a non-zero invertible ideal. If ,\I i\ 
an idempotent, maximal ideal of R that contains a (non-zero) invertible ideal, 
then there exists a unique finite set of idempotent, maximal ideals ( Mt, = 
M M, 9 * l l 9 M,._1} such that O,(lw,)= O,(M;+ ]) for e;;ch i mod r. Such a set i\ 
called a cycle of idempotent maximal ideals. In this case T:= nil%!, will be a masi- 
ma1 invertible ideal. Indeed, if one thinks of an invertible, rnasimal ideal as being 
a cycle of length one, then all the maximal invertible ideals have this form. The other 
idempotent, maxima1 ideals will still belong to chains (M /,, . . . , AIt, = JI, . . . , Vi 1 
with O,(Mi) = O,(llm,+ I) for -PS ic 4 - 1, but now O,(M,)# O,(P) and O&M J f 
O,(Q) for any ideals P and Q. The extreme case of this (called an isolated idem- 
potent maximal ideal) is an idea1 M such that O,(M) f O,(P) and O,(M) f O,(Q) 
for any ideals P and Q. The details behind these comments can be found in (31. The 
reader should note that there exists a third apparent possibility, that of an infinite 
chain {A$ : i E Z} or conceivably a semifinite chain, but this has been essluded b> 
[5, Corollary 2 11. 
These observations can be applied to the ring 7’ of Section 2. This shows Mt. 
for each i, {Ki T, Li T} forms a cycle of length 2. This raises the question ot 
whether there must exist a bound on the lengths of chains of cycles in an HNP ring. 
Example 3.1. There exists an H/VP ring T, , integral over its cenrre, .w*h rhea twp~* 
maximal ideal of T, is idempotent. Furthermore, for each prime p there exists e.~- 
actiy one cycle of length p. 
The construction of Tl is similar to that in Section 
now obtained by idealizing pi - 1 times above .#;o, [x]. 
is isomorphic to a ring of lower pi xpi matrices and 
2, except that the rinp R, is 
This ensures that t\“! ~1 
implies that the iden~poten~ 
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ideals of Ri containing h form a cycle of length pf. As before, set T= @Ia)IXj Rim 
This has all the properties required of T’,, except that it will contain some non- 
idempotent , maximal ideals. Th;ls Tt is obtained as a suitable localisation of T. 
It can be shown that, unlike the @ng T of Section 2, Tt cannot be written as an 
intersection of a finite number of DeJeklnd prime rings. Also, in contrast o T, there 
is no bound on the number of generators required for right ideals of T, (use [5, 
Corollary 341). Whether such a bound existed for a bounded HNP ring was an open 
question. Note that such a bound will never exist in an HNP ring that does not have 
enough invertible ideals, [5, Theorem 351. 
One may also ask whether there exist HNP rings with infinitely *many idempotent 
ideals that do not belong to cycles. The extreme cases of this is provided by the 
following example. 
Example 3.2. There exbts an HNP domain T2 such that each of its infinitely many 
maximal ideals is an isol’ated, idempotent ideal. By [ 10, Corollary 5.51 this also im- 
plies that every ideal of T2 is semiprime and idempotent. 
Let D be a division ring. Then one can obtain an HNP ring R with one isolated 
idempotent ideal by idealizing D[x] at a maximal right ideal 4 that contains no 
proper two-sided ideal (such a right ideal I will exist provided that D is not algebraic 
over its centre). Thus, to construct T2 we pick a suitable non-algebraic division ring 
D with centre k, put R = U,,,,(I), as above, and set 
T=@klxl{Ri:Ri=R and klh)). 
The ring T2 is then obtained by taking an appropriate localisation r;f T. 
The methods introduced here can also be used to construct nc &J examples of 
simple rings. For example, given any permutation o of h\l with inf nite orbits, one 
can construct a corresponding automorphism 6 of T2 that permutf.s the subrings Ri 
inside Tz. Since 6 will then permute the ideals of T2 (with infinite orbits), it follows 
that the twisted group ring T= T2[x,x-I; a] will be a simple Noetherian ring. The 
advantage of this is that the rather complicated ideal structure of T2 is then 
reflected in the module structure of T in a controlled manner. So, for example, this 
method can be used to provide the following example. 
Example 3.3. There exists a simple, hereditary, Noetherian domain T3 such that 
& : T) is a free abelian group of any prespecified rank. 
The decomposition of Ko( T3) can be chosen so that [ T3] is one free generator and 
the remhfning generators are of the form [P] for suitable projective right ideals P. 
choose one such generator [P] with [P] # [T3]. Then for any integer n, [P] + n[TJ] 
is still a free generator of KO(Tj) and so [P] + n[ T3] +r[L] for any projective 
module L and integer r > 1. Returning to the category of rings, this simply says that 
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End(P@ T3(*)) cannot be written as an TX r matrix ring. This idea was first used bj 
Hart in [7] and provides the following example. 
xample 3.4. T4 = End,(P@ I#“‘) is a simple hereditary, Noetherian ring of 
uniform dimension n + 1. Furthermore, T4 cannot be realized as an r x r matrix ring 
for any r> 1. 
Such examples have been constructed in characteristic zero in 1131 and [7]. The 
present construction works in any characteristic and so answers a question of 
Goodearl 141. 
Finally, all of the examples so far mentioned have been hereditary and this 
follows from the fact that one has always idealized at semimaximal right ideals. By 
repeating the construction of ‘1;, but idealizing at suitable non-semimaximal right 
ideals, one can obtain examples of other dimensions. 
Example 3.5. Let n 2 1 be an integer. Then there exists a simple, Noetherian domain 
T5 such that T5 has Krull dimension one (in the sense of RentschIer-Gabrie!) bolt 
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